Diffraction intensity pole figures are often used for the determination of orientation distribution function (o.d.f.) expansion coefficients. The intensity can be seen as a convolution of the o.d.f, times unity with respect to one rotation angle (about the direction of measurement). The 'normal' polycrystalline diffraction experiment only yields the even-order o.d.f, coefficients. The experiment itself imposes a centre of inversion even upon non-centrosymmetric crystals. Crystals may exhibit a centre of inversion themselves. The hkl and h-E/contributions to the intensity are indistinguishable then owing to the centre of inversion. As a consequence, the odd-order coefficients cannot be determined. The mean value of a general physical property determined by means of diffraction can be taken as a convolution of the o.d.f, times the single-crystal value of the physical property with respect to the rotation angle mentioned before. The dependency of the physical property on the rotation angle leads to more information being extracted from the o.d.f, in the property's mean-value pole figure. Then, all o.d.f, coefficients may be present in the mean value, i.e. the measurement. Consequently, diffraction-line-shift strain pole figures exhibit even-and odd-order o.d.f, coefficients,
Introduction
The orientation distribution function (o.d.f.) often serves as a tool for determining macroscopic physical properties of textured materials (Bunge, 1982, p. 294) . The odd-order o.d.f, expansion coefficients play a significant role in:
(i) removal of the so-called 'ghost phenomena' often encountered in texture analysis;
(ii) determination of macroscopic physical properties like yield loci and Taylor factors of textured materials.
Since the even-order coefficients represent only a fraction of the true o.d.f. (Mathies, 1980; Mathies & Pospiech, 1980; Esling, Bunge & Mfiller, 1980; Bunge, 1981; Wagner, Wenk, Esling & Bunge, 1981; Esling, Mfiller & Bunge, 1982; Bunge, 1982) and the odd-order coefficients do not reduce to zero in most cases, a method to obtain these coefficients is needed. Up to now, only two methods have been published in the literature, i.e. the zero-range method (Bunge, 1982; Esling, Bechler-Ferry & Bunge, 1981; Bunge & Esling, 1979 ) and a method based upon anomalous scattering (Bunge & Esling, 1981) . The latter method cannot be used with the 'normal' technological materials, whereas the former has a restricted application because zero ranges do not always occur in measured intensity pole figures.
Recently, a quantitative method of X-ray line-shift strain measurement interpretation for textured materials has been proposed (Brakman, 1983 (Brakman, , 1984 van Baal, 1983; Sayers, 1984; Barral, 1983) . In the formulae derived the o.d.f, coefficients occur explicitly. Although the (residual) macrostresses have to be known and the Reuss model of elastic crystal coupling has to be adopted (using a tensile test device on the diffractometer solves the first problem) it follows that it is possible to determine from the X-ray strain measurements the o.d.f, expansion coefficients for both even and odd order provided enough accurate strain measurements are available. In the literature (Bunge, 1982) it is inferred that owing to the crystal's centre of inversion or the centre of inversion induced by the diffraction experiment the odd-order coefficients cannot contribute to a measured intensity pole figure. From 'normal' pole-figure measurements the odd-order coefficients never can be obtained.
It is demonstrated here for the general case that the X-ray line-shift strain measurements obtained from cubic textured materials do not impose such a restriction although several (induced) centres of inversion may be present. It is the purpose of this paper to give a quantitative treatment of how the odd-order (and even-order as well) o.d.f, coefficients can be obtained from these X-ray strain measurements. In the treatment the following assumptions are made:
(i) The general occurrence of both even-and oddorder o.d.f, coefficients in the diffraction strain pole figure is predicted for both the Kr6ner and Reuss models of elasticity. However, an explicit expression connecting stresses, o.d.f, coefficients and measured strains can only be given for the Reuss model. It is not yet feasible to take into account the elastic polarizations in the Kr6ner model for textured materials. Hence for the explicit formulae derived the Reuss model of elasticity has been adopted.
(ii) The specimen axes of symmetry coincide with the (residual) macrostress tensor principal axes.
(iii) The cubic crystals under consideration may exhibit centrosymmetry or not, e.g. point groups m3m
and 432.
(iv) The crystallographic texture of the specimen is assumed to be orthorhombic, i.e. the symmetry of the specimen is represented by point group mmm or 222.
(v) Bunge's formalism of texture representation is used throughout (Bunge, 1969, pp. 20-90) . As much as possible the same symbols have been used as given by Brakman (1983 Brakman ( , 1984 .
Definitions and general considerations with respect to elasticity

Definitions of angles, reference frames, transformation matrices and strains
The orientation of the measurement (L) frame ( Fig. 1) with respect to the specimen reference axes is given by gl ~ { ~ + n/2, d/, q~2}, (1) whereas the orientation of the crystal with respect to the measurement frame is given by g2 + { tp~, q~n, ~z/2 -fiB}-
The rotations gl and gz are given in terms of Euler angles (Bunge, 1982, pp. 4-8) senting them have been given in equations (8) and (11) of Brakman (1983) . Note that the determinants of these rotation matrices are always equal to + 1. The X-ray diffraction (line-shift) strain is measured in the direction of L3 and in order to have diffracted intensity from (hkl) lattice planes perpendicular to La an (hkl) vector should be parallel to L3. Since directions are being fixed, the rotation angles ~02 and tp~ remain free and one of them may be taken equal to zero (tp2 for instance). The [hkl] vector parallel to L3 is fixed with respect to the crystal fourfold axes by the angles ~B and fie in accordance with Bunge's (1982, p. 371) notation. The direction of measurement is fixed with respect to the specimen principal axes of symmetry by the customary angles qJ and q~, which have been introduced in residual stress analysis (Hauk & Macherauch, 1982; D611e, 1979; D611e & Hauk, 1978) . All primed quantities refer to physical properties defined with respect to the measurement (L) frame. For the strain in a single crystallite in the L3 direction,
~zz SzzijtTij,
where the s'z~ij are the crystal compliance tensor components with respect to the measurement (L) frame. This may be written
where the Sm,op are the crystal compliance tensor elements with respect to the crystal fourfold cubic axes. The ci~ are the elements of the inverted (i.e. transposed) matrix representation of g2. The necessary expressions for CzkCikCjk2 in terms of q~B, fin and q~ have been given in Appendix II of Brakman (1983) .
The expressions for s'zzii in terms of hkl and q~ are given in (8a)-(8f) of this paper. So stands for the singlecrystal elastic anisotropy. Its definition is given in (I-28).
Because the crystals exhibiting an (hkl) vector in the L3 (i.e. d/, ~) direction form a subset of the total amount of crystals irradiated, the calculation of the mean X-ray strain (i.e. the total amount of X-ray line shift) has to be performed in a special way: 2n e'zz (qg'2, ~z, fls) 
where the strain e'zz has been taken as homogeneous in the crystallite.
Generality and elasticity models
Up to this point the treatment has been completely general. However, the dependency of e'zz on q~ is principally unknown. One can proceed as follows:
(i) Assume that the strain in all crystallites is the same (Voigt model of elastic polycrystal coupling). Then, the diffraction strain pole figure would be linear with respect to sin2ff as follows from (5a) and all information about the o.d.f, is lost. Since this behaviour is seldom encountered for textured materials it is left out of consideration here.
(ii) Take into account the elastic polarization due to intergranular interaction as has been proposed by Kr6ner (1958) . Consider a 'clean' experiment consisting of a textured specimen elastically loaded using a tensile test device on the diffractometer. The initial condition of the material of the specimen can be eliminated by subtracting the measurement in the unloaded condition from the loaded one.
The exact value of a stress in a crystal can be seen as: the applied stress + a polarization term depending on the orientation of the crystal, i.e. ¢P'2 etc. Equation (3) can then be written: e'= ( qg'2, ebB, fin) = S'zzij( qg'z, ebB, fiB) [a'ij(applied) + Aa ',j(tP'2, ebB, fiB) ].
(5b)
Insertion of (5b) into (5a) means that, since the Kr6ner model is not yet applicable for textured materials, the polarization term cannot be accounted for.
However, an important general conclusion about diffraction strain pole figures based on the Kr6ner model can still be made: In § § 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 and Tables 2 and 3 the Fourier coefficients with respect to q~ of the compliances S'zz~j and the o.d.f, f(g2gl) are given. Upon integration, cf (5a), these Fourier coefficients occur in the eventual equations. In Table 4 
coefficients.
Since the Reuss model also predicts this and the elastic polarization can be seen as a perturbation the statement also must be true from this point of view.
(iii) Adopt the Reuss model (constant stress in all crystallites). Omission of the second term in the righthand side of (5b) immediately leads to the Reuss model. In the subsequent sections the Reuss model is adopted in order to arrive at explicit equations. Immediately it can be written: (6) is an element of rotation g2, cf.
(2).
Note that both g~ and g2 are necessary in order to ensure that an <hkt> vector coincides with the direction of measurement if, eb. Note that the S'zz~j are not the compliance tensor elements of the specimen as a whole but rather those of the set of crystals exhibiting an <hkl> vector// L 3. The determination of the integrals proceeds as follows. (6) This topic has been extensively treated by Bunge (1982, pp. 53 and 371) . Because the same formalism is used in the determination of the numerator the problems encountered are briefly reviewed here.
The denominator in
In order to perform the calculations involved one has to make a mathematical choice:
(i) the starting point of the q~ integration; q)2 can be taken equal to zero;
(ii) in studying the cubic {hkl} reflection an [hkl] direction has to be selected among 48 candidates in the most general case, i.e. the angles ebB and fib have to be fixed.
Of course, since physical properties are studied here, it is required that the eventual resulting equations should be hkl invariant. The question arising then is: is it sufficient to treat just one [hkl] direction as a vector parallel to L3 or should all 48 possible permutations be treated? Here, it is remembered that only permu-tations yielding physically different crystallite orientations are looked for. Note that the choice of the vector [hkl] parallel to L3 implies a crystallite orientation (where the angle (p~ may be chosen freely).
Starting from a given permutation, say [123] , one finds that all physical crystallite orientations originating from another 23 (123) vectors are obtained from the one for [123] plus an adaptation of the rotation angle (D~. This specific set of 23 (123) vectors are all obtained from [123] using matrices whose determinants are equal to + 1. Since for every permutation only the angle (p~ has to be adapted and since it must be indifferent where the (p~ integration starts (as long as a 2n rad rotation about L3 is performed) these 23 permutations do not yield new physically different orientations. The other 24 permutations may all be regarded as obtainable from [123] using transformation matrices whose determinants are equal to -1, i.e. an inversion or a rotation + an inversion. Within this subset all 24 permutations may be obtained from one another through the use of matrices whose determinants are equal to + 1. It follows then that from this subset only one permutation, say [123] , needs to be taken into account because it yields a physically different crystallite orientation. Note that the choice of [123] does not imply an inversion of the crystal reference axes. Choosing [123] as a vector parallel to L3 implies a physically different crystallite orientation from the one found after choosing [123] as a vector parallel to L 3. As may be seen from Fig. 2 these two orientations can never be brought into coincidence by adapting the rotation angle (p~ only (Penning, 1984) .
Note that the orientation [F{~F]//L 3 can be obtained by rotating orientation [hkl]//L arc rad about an axis perpendicular to [hkl] . If this axis is a crystal twofold symmetry axis, i.e. (hO0) or (hhO), the two orientations may exhibit different labels (i.e. -X or + Z etc.) fixed to their fourfold axes but they coincide in the physical sense or can be made to coincide by adapting the rotation angle ~o~ about L 3. However, for the case of h, k and l all different from each other, i.e. the b.c.c. {123} reflection, this is impossible, cf. Fig. 2 .
Assuming equal structure factors for the hkl and h-/~l reflections and integrating for all values of ~o~, one finds that the denominator of (6) is equal to 
where C~= o.d.f, expansion coefficients; j may be even or odd; A~ '~' --cubic crystal symmetry coefficients as given by Bunge (1982, p. 384 ); /i~"=specimen symmetry coefficients as defined by Bunge (1982, p. 383) ; PbC(cos x)= Jacobi polynomial as defined by Bunge (1982, p. 351) and Gel'fand, Minlos & Shapiro (1963, p. 88) . For even j the 'old' result given by Bunge (1982, p. 106 ) is found whereas for odd j the expression equals zero. The latter fact does not, however, necessarily mean that the C~" are equal to zero for odd j: they are indeterminable from pole-figure measurements. Note that the expression is equal to 2g times the normalized (in terms of 'times random') pole figure intensity in the direction of L3:
Note that within the context of this paper the polefigure intensity Phu(0, q~) is regarded as a measured quantity.
arccos '
,. (Nye, 1972, p. 20) , which states that the physical property exhibits at least the crystal symmetry, it follows that, just as in § 3.1, the treatment of (at most) the two orientations of Figs. 2(a) and (b) is sufficient.
3.2.1. The single-crystal elastic constants S'zzij written as Fourier series with respect to the measurement frame. Consider a single crystal oriented such that its [hkl] vector//L 3. The strain in the L 3 direction is given by (3), where it has been assumed that the stresses o-'i are homogeneous in the crystallite considered. If the single-crystal compliances S'zz~i (defined with respect to the measurement frame) are treated as strains for unit stress it can be shown that
where the dimensionless 'reduced' S'zzUSo allow corn-parison of cubic materials exhibiting different elastic single-crystal anisotropies. For the definition of arg zl(hkl), 1-'(hkl), So etc., see Appendix I.
From these formulae it is seen that the rotation t ! t angle q)2 (about L 3) only occurs as cos 0q~2, cos q~2, t i t t cos 2q~2, sin (-/92 and sin 2q~2. Hence, the Szzi~ can be written as a Fourier series with respect to ~o~ consisting of five terms only where the Fourier coefficients can be taken immediately from (8a)-(8f).
Since the rotation angle q~ covers all values on the interval I-0, 2n] in (6) basic goniometric orthogonality rules apply, from which it follows that for the eventual determination of the mean values S'~zij it is only (6)] a similar five-term Fourier series.
The oaf written as a Fourier series with
respect to the measurement frame. All relevant terms are given in (II-9). The Fourier series in terms of q~, which is obtained by rearranging (II-9), is written in such a way that it exhibits the o.d.f, expansion coefficients C~ ~ with respect to the specimen frame since in almost all practical cases o.d.f.'s are given with respect to the specimen frame. equal structure factors for the hkl and ffk-/-reflections and, therefore, multiplying by a factor ½ and subsequently integrating with respect to q~ one arrives at the results given in Table 4 . If these results are divided by the expression given in (7b) the final result of (5a) is obtained, where it has been assumed that only the stress tensor components a~l and 0"22 are different from zero: -Y" C~(4', 4)) ~ ,~'"(-1)"/2(-1)J+"Pj-"'/(cos 4)n)(-1)"sin mfln jp ra= -j
The unprimed stresses tri~ are defined with respect to the specimen principal axes of symmetry. The relationship between the stress tensors o-ij and o-'~j is given for the general case by Brakman (1983) . Note that allj sums start at j = 4 here. The functions F1 to F4 are defined in (I-13) to (I-16), the diffraction elastic constants s~(hkl) and ½s2(hkl) are given in (I-26) and (I-27) and the functions B~(~9, ~) to E~(~, 4~) are defined in (II-12) to . Note that the j sums cover all relevant (integer) values forj > 0. The odd-j values do not drop from these sums and consequently the odd-j C~ v do not drop from (9).
Since (dzz(~, 4~)) is a physical property it is required that: (i) the expression is hkl invariant, since F1 and F3 are hkl invariant this condition is fulfilled; (ii) the expression for (e'zz(~, ~)) should be real. It may be shown that this is the case: The functions Pb'c(COS X) are purely imaginary or purely real depending on whether b + c is odd or even (Bunge, 1982, p. 351) . Then, functions like px.2(v-1)(cos i~) are imaginary but -j they always occur in conjunction with the function F3, which is purely imaginary for the same reason.
Consequently, (9) offers an opportunity to calculate both even-and odd-order Cy v from measured diffraction strain values. Note that (dzz(~b, q~)) can be taken as a diffraction strain pole figure.
In fact, it can be shown that for both textured and texture-free materials the following relation holds:
(1/4zO ~ (dzz($, ,m\R .... 
where obviously all texture and hkl influences vanish. 
Terms due to coefficients of cos 2(p~ and sin 2(p~
Note that the shear stresses are not taken _= 0 here, they drop from the eventual equation. The sum 011 + o22 + o33 is the stress-tensor invariant of the first degree and stlll+2s1122 is invariant for cubic crystals. Hence, the result of (9a) is independent of the choice of reference axes. Note that (e'zz(~, q))) is not the strain of the specimen as a whole but rather the strain of the set of crystals exhibiting an (hkl) vector in the @, q) direction.
Note that for the general {hkl} reflection s'=,j(hkl) # s'=,j(ffkl-).
Odd-order o.d.f, expansion coefficients and 'normal' intensity pole figures vs diffraction strain pole figures
It is common practice to associate the measured intensity with the direction of measurement ~O, q) ( Fig. 1) where the reciprocal-lattice vector (not the 
Normal diffraction, anomalous scattering and their intensity pole figures
Consider Tables 2 and 3 . For the case of normal diffraction the expressions from these tables should always be added. In the experiment the hkl and h kl contributions are indistinguishable. Consequently, the intensity Phu(g/, cb) on the right-hand side of the upper block of Table 4 exhibits a factor [1 + (-1) j] in both terms. This factor arises owing to the addition of the hkl and/~k-/-contributions. Note that this factor always arises even for triclinic crystal symmetry, point group 1. Consequently, the odd-j C~ ~ never contribute to Phkl(~t, ~) as indicated in § 3.1.
Note that for the case of anomalous scattering (where the hkl and hkl contributions are distinguishable) it follows from the cos 0(p~ coefficient for the o.d.f, in Table 2 or 3 that, owing to the occurrence of a factor [1 -(-1}/] in the AA~ (~O, cI) )term, the odd-j C~ ~ are not excluded from the intensity expression. Note that this factor arises owing to the assumption of specimen symmetry cf point group 222. The AS(0, q~) term exhibits a factor [1 +(-1) 1] in Tables 2 and  3 , which is also due to this symmetry. This factor [1 +(-1) j] has an origin different from the one mentioned in conjunction with the addition of hkl and h kl contributions for the case of normal diffraction.
Since for most materials of technological importance the case of anomalous scattering does not occur, the case of normal diffraction in conjunction with diffraction strain pole figures is pursued here. Table 4 do not occur for these first-and second-order contributions. Instead of this, it can be shown that upon addition ofhkI and h-/~l contributions and rearrangement and combination of terms exhibiting P~"1(cos q~B), P~n'-2( cOs ~B) etc. the following expressions occur: 3(hkl, j, p) and
Normal diffraction and diffraction strain pole figures
cf (I-20) to (I-23).
Obviously, the functions F 2 and F4 drop from Table 4 for both even and odd j. On the other hand, functions F 1 and F 3 persist for both even and odd j. Hence, the odd-j values do not drop from Table 4 and consequently the odd-j C~ ~ contribute upon diffraction to the measured strain.
Selection rules and their mathematical and physical origin
The occurrence of factors [1 + (-1)2J], Cf (10), may be seen as the mathematical reason for the nonvanishing of the odd-j C~ v just as the fact that the occurrence of factors [1 + (-1) ~] forces the odd-j C~ ~ to be 'blotted out' for the case of (normal diffraction) intensity pole figures.
The physical reasons can be summarized as follows: Intensity pole figures: the even-j parts of the zeroorder variation with respect to q~ of the hkl and h-/~l contributions exhibit equal absolute value and equal sign whereas its odd-j counterparts exhibit equal absolute values but opposite signs.
Diffraction strain pole figures: These obtain a zeroorder contribution with respect to q~ as well (as indicated in Tables 2 to 4) but owing to the denominator of (6) this intensity drops out completely as may be found in (9). Rearrangement of the hkl and h kl contributions, cf Tables 2 and 3, for the first-and second-order variation with respect to ~0~, owing to the tp~ dependency of the single crystal compliances [(8a) to (8f)], shows that the even-and odd-j parts of both hkl and h kl contributions behave in the same way.
The even-j parts of the hkl and /i-k-/-contributions have the same absolute value and the same sign as far as their contributions to the terms with F1 and F 3 in Table 4 are concerned. Exactly the same holds for the odd-j parts. For the functions F2 and F4, the even-j parts of the hkl and h-k-/-contributions exhibit the same value but opposite sign. Exactly the same holds for the odd-j parts. Then it follows that the 'selection rule' j = even only for the intensity pole figures should be substituted for the case of diffraction strain pole figures by the 'selection rule'; functions F2(hkl, j, p) and F4(hkl, j, I~) vanish completely from the eventual equations for both even and odd j. Note that the o.d.f. concerns a physical property but is written here as a series expansion where most of the expansion coefficients C} 'v have only a small or negligible physical significance (Bunge, 1982, p. 348 ). Hence, it has been impossible to give a purely physical argument here. (9) owing to (11). But upon integration with respect to (p~ of the multiplied right-and left-hand sides of Table 2 or 3 the (p~-and 2(p~-dependent terms do not cancel (for both even and odd j) upon addition of the hkl and h-f/-contributions leading to the same expression in (9). Note that, like the case mentioned in § 3.1, it is only necessary for the {hk0} and {hhk} reflections to treat one orientation, cf Fig. 2; i.e. Table 2 or 3 is sufficient since the terms connected to F 2 and F4 nullify automatically owing to (11) .
The case of the { hkO } and { hhk } reflections
Note that all considerations of § 4.5 also apply to the {h00} and {hhh} reflections but for these reflections all texture contributions vanish.
Generally speaking, it can be concluded from this section that the diffraction intensity pole figure is a very special one. The diffraction strain pole figure is a much more general one: it extracts more information from the o.d.f.
Physical symmetry considerations
Specimen symmetry
Orthorhombic specimen symmetry has been assumed here. If one starts from point group 222* and uses rotations only the following symmetry elements are relevant:
(i) a twofold rotation axis parallel to N.D. (see Fig. 1 ). It may be shown that this leads to the condition that n in (7a) should be even; *Note that the orthorhombic pole figures as they are frequently found in practice after, for instance, rolling, extrusion etc. exhibit a symmetry cf point group mmm. However, the measurement technique used, i.e. diffraction, introduces a centre of inversion, cf Friedel's law. This means that /f the specimen symmetry only satisfies point group 222 the measured pole figure satisfies mmm. However, for normal technologically processed materials it may be presumed that the specimen itself satisfies mmm. Furthermore, the physical property considered (i.e. elastic strain as a second-order tensor) introduces centrosymmetry itself and, consequently, the specimen will appear to exhibit mmm symmetry with respect to elastic strain measurements.
(ii) a twofold rotation axis parallel to R.D. This leads to the condition ,,if ''v = (-1) j Aj'"'v',
(iii) a twofold rotation axis parallel to T.D. This leads to the same result as (13).
Note that these considerations are compatible with the series development of the o.d.f, as used in this paper [for instance, in (7a)], which is based on the rotation group in R3.
In addition to this, the centre of inversion involved in mmm should also be considered: as a consequence of the centre of inversion it may be argued that the volume fractions M L and M R of the left-handed and right-handed crystals (Bunge, 1982, p. 105) are equal: ML=MR=½.
Consequently, the left-and righthanded o.d.f.'s are equal:
Also, the X-ray strain measurements should be subject to the orthorhombic symmetry requirements of point group mmm:
= (ezz(~b, 2re -q~)) = (gzz(rC -~, q~)) (14) (Brakman, 1983) .
It may be inferred from (9), with the full (residual) stress tensor aij that it follows from (14) that alz = ~rla = ~r2a -0.
Since these stresses are not considered here no further selection rules follow from (14). As mentioned in the footnote, the mean elastic X-ray strain should exhibit centrosymmetry. This requires that (e'zz(rC -~,, rc + ~)) = (e'zz(~, ~)).
When this is substituted into (9) it follows that centrosymmetry is satisfied without giving rise to additional selection rules. This is quite analogous to the case of the intensity pole figures where centrosymmetry requires that
PhU(rC --d/, rC + ~) = Phkt(d/, ~).
Inspection of (7a) shows that indeed this requirement is met. Note that it follows from (5a) that each S'zzij should exhibit centrosymmetry for itself since there are no physical restrictions on the values of the tensor elements a'ij. It may be checked that, indeed, centrosymmetry is fulfilled for every separate S'zzij. If only the case of [hkl] had been treated as a vector parallel to L 3 the expressions Fz and F4 would have persisted in (9). Then, centrosymmetry is not fulfilled and, consequently, their vanishing from these equations treating [h-/~l] as well might be taken as a selection rule [instead of, for instance, j = 2j' as follows from (7a)].
Note that the polycrystal diffraction experiment, cf (7a), induces the black-white symmetry (i, 1') as introduced by Bunge (1982, pp. 111-115) . This may be seen as an extension of the 'normal' point-group symmetry mmm.
Cubic crystal symmetry
If one starts from point group 432 and uses rotations only the following symmetry elements are needed:
(i) a fourfold rotation axis parallel to [001] . This yields the condition that m should be equal to a multiple of four in (7a) and (9);
(ii) a twofold rotation axis parallel to [100] ; this requires that
which applies for all cubic point groups;
(iii) a threefold rotation axis parallel to I-111]. This yields the well known equations relating the cubic crystal-symmetry coefficients A~ "'~' as given by Bunge (1982, pp. 384-385) . The other symmetry elements of 432 do not yield further useful relationships for the purpose of this paper.
The considerations given above comply with the series-expansion method of the o.d.f. (based on the rotation group in R3) as is used in this paper.
The centre of inversion as occurs in point group m3m now may be argued (Bunge, 1982, p. 105) to lead to left-handed and right-handed cubic crystals at the same time. Then, as mentioned in § 5.1, not only are the volume fractions M L and M R equal but also every righthanded crystallite orientation (as obtained by rotations, cf. the series-expansion method on the o.d.f.) is accompanied by its left-handed counterpart in one and the same physical crystal. Then, the left-handed and right-handed textures are equal and they can be taken equal to the o.d.f. (Bunge, 1982, p. 105) :
(1 8)
Combinations of specimen and crystal symmetry
The following combinations may occur.
5.3.1.
Crystal symmetry cf point group m3m and specimen symmetry cf mmm. For this case (18) applies exactly where due to the presence of the inversion centre in m3m it follows that the use of rotations only (point groups 432 and 222) is sufficient.
Note that specimen symmetry cf point group 222 cannot occur if the crystals satisfy m3m.
5.3.2.
Crystal symmetry cf point group 432 and specimen symmetry cf mmm. In this case (13a) applies where due to the inversion centre of mmm the treatment of only the right-handed o.d.f, is sufficient using rotations only. As a general conclusion of § 5.3, it follows that in all cases the use of the series-expansion method in conjunction with rotation point groups 432 and 222 is fully adequate in order to describe physical reality.
Conclusions concerning accuracy of the method proposed
Experimental
In (X-ray) diffraction line-shift strain measurements the intensities of the line profile are mostly measured in a step-scanning mode. This means that the intensity pole figure could be obtained at the same time when line-shift strain measurements are performed.
As can be seen from (9) the stresses must be known in order to obtain the o.d.f. coefficients. Then, the use of a tensile test device on the diffractometer is essential. For both 09 and ~ goniometers it is impossible to measure a complete quadrant of an intensity or strain pole figure since ~k tilts of 90 ° are impossible (except for the case of neutron diffraction where ~max ----90° is possible. This also allows use of (9a) as a check on the validity of the Reuss model).
The following procedure is proposed: (i) measure the intensity and line-shift strain pole figures for three or four hkl reflections. The intensity of the peak is easily obtained from the line-profile stepscanning procedure;
(ii) obtain from the (incompletely measured) intensity pole figures the even-order o.d.f, coefficients using a procedure as given for instance by Bunge (1982, p. 85) , Pospiech & Jura (1974) and Van Houtte (1984);
(iii) use a similar criterion for incomplete line-shift strain pole figures.
For instance: hand side of(9), ' i (ez~)obs = measured line-shift strain. Obtain from this step the odd-order o.d.f, coefficients (the even ones could be checked as well).
Errors
6.2.1. Analysis of intensity pole figures. The errors associated with this kind of analysis are extensively discussed by Bunge (1982, p. 223) . With regard to the special application here proposed some of them are briefly reviewed:
(i) The statistical error of the intensity measurements. In our laboratory, when determining line-shift strains with steel specimens using Cr Ka the intensities of the line profiles are determined such that their relative statistical error is better than 0.3%. This is negligible for the case pursued here.
(ii) Indetermination error for incomplete pole figures.
It has been found by Pospiech & Jura (1974) that the relative errors in the o.d.f, coefficients sharply increase if the maximum ~, tilt is reduced from 90 to, say, 60 °. Since 09 diffractometers only allow qs tilts of 60 ° for only a few {hkl} reflections and three or four {hkl} reflections are necessary it follows that the use of a ~b diffractometer or synchrotron radiation should be preferred. ~p diffractometers allow maximum ~p tilts of 70 ° (Hoffman, Neff, Scholtes & Macherauch, 1984) . Use of neutron diffraction techniques allows ffmax values of 90 ° but the accuracy of determination of the peak position (as required for the line-shift strain) seems to be the weak spot there.
(iii) Integration error. In the procedure of determining the even-order o.d.f, coefficients using the incomplete pole-figure procedure mentioned in § 6.1, an integration is performed over the spherical area of measurement. The integration is replaced by a summation over a grid of surface elements on the sphere surface. If the angular height and breadth are chosen too large, say 5 x 5 °, the associated integration error can become quite big (Bunge, 1982, p. 223 ). Using a PSD or synchrotron radiation could bring the required time of measurement for a grid of say 1.5 x 1.5 ° within bearable limits. Then the integration error could be considerably reduced.
Systematic errors such as those associated with background subtraction, defocusing corrections, absorption correction, goniometer alignment, truncation of the series expansion etc. are not treated here since their effect can be made relatively small in most cases.
As a summary of this section it follows that the indetermination error for incomplete pole figures is the strongest source of error here. Note that for the 6.2.2. Analysis of line-shift strain pole figures. The same points as given in § 6.2.1 apply. The integration error may be less serious than for the case of intensity pole figures since the line-shift strain pole figures do not seem to 'oscillate' as strongly as the intensity pole figures. Consequently, the intensity pole figure sets the norm then as far as the choice of the grid size is concerned. The main sources of error here seem to be:
(i) The indetermination error for incomplete pole figures, the same remarks apply as given in § 6.2.1.
(ii) The uncertainty in the measured strain (e'zz). This (representation) error falls in the same category as the statistical error for the intensity pole figures. In our laboratory the position of a peak on the 20 scale can be determined with an error of A20=5 x 10-3 020 . For the typical case of measuring the Fe {211 } reflection using Cr K~ it follows that the error in the measured planar spacing is Ad211 = 1 x 10 -6 nm.
From this it follows that A(e'~) = 20 x 10 -6, where it has been assumed that the error in the strain-free planar spacing is 1 x 10-6 nm as well. Analysis shows that for other {hkl} reflections the error A(e'zz) may vary between 15 x 10 -6 and 50 x 10 -6. Since the strain itself exhibits typical values (for steel specimens) varying from, say, -500 x 10-6 to -'[-500 X 10-6, the relative errors can be fairly high. This implicates a strong need for as high an elastic stress applied to the specimen as possible. Then, the line-shift strain pole figure will behave 'steeper' and the choice of the grid size of measurement is more crucial then. Note that the absolute error does not depend on the magnitude of stress. The relative error decreases with increasing stress since the strain will increase. Principally speaking, the error does not depend on ~ or q).
Although the diffraction line-shift strain pole figures suffer from the same systematic errors as treated in § 6.2.1, the largest source of error is the following:
(iii) The assumption of the Reuss model. It is common knowledge that the Reuss model is not physically sound. However, in our laboratory it has been shown that the Reuss model for the textured case (Brakman, 1983) predicts the oscillations of (e'=) vs sinZ~b very well in deep-drawing steel sheets using a well defined stress. The measured amplitudes of these oscillations are not as large as predicted however.
Furthermore, Hanabusa & Fujiwara (1984) obtained a straight line in the (~',.) vs sin2~ graph for the {200} reflection measured at strongly textured iron specimens, which is predicted by the Reuss model. It also seems that larger departures from the Reuss model (Marion & Cohen, 1977) may arise if the texture-free (e':.) vs sin2~ rule is applied to a textured material.
It still follows, however, that the error due to the Reuss model is somewhat larger than the one due to the uncertainty of the peak position with respect to 20. Maximum error values owing to the choice of the Reuss model as large as A(e'zz)= 100 x 10 -6 at an applied stress of 190 M Pa have been obtained in steel specimens. Particularly in the vicinity of (e'zz) = 0 the relative error becomes quite large, of course. However, if one compares the absolute error A(e'zz)= 100 × 10 -6 to the top-to-bottom distance (with respect to (e'zz)) in a graph where the isotropic terms, see (9), i.e. $1 [0"11 + 0"22] and ½s2%sin2ff, are subtracted from the measurement the relative error does not exceed (in this particular case) 25%. Although integration (19) will tend to cancel out the (Reuss) departures from physical reality, it must be expected then that the relative error in the odd-order o.d.f, coefficients will be about 25%. Note that since the Reuss model always tends to over-estimate the physical phenomena this error can still be cancelled to some extent upon integration because the 'hills' are too high and the 'valleys' too deep. Note also that the absolute error in (e'zz) due to the Reuss model depends on the magnitude of the stress. It also depends on ~, and q).
A method to circumvent this Reuss-model problem is given by the Hill approximation, i.e.
(~"zz)hkt 11-/-' \Voig,
where the Voigt term (constant strain; no texture dependency) can easily be subtracted from the measured (e'zz). However, there is no physical justification for this although the numerical results come very close to those of the (numerically approximated) Kr6ner model (Bunge, 1982, p. 327) . Consequently, the o.d.f. coefficients C~" do not appear in the correct form in (20) . Since the same can be said about (9) (pure Reuss model) it could be worthwhile using (20) where the second member of the right-hand side is equal to ½ times the right-hand side of (9).
As a general conclusion of § 6.2, it follows that: the indetermination error should be reduced by measuring at least three pole figures. Use of a goniometer allowing ffmax tilts of say 70 ° should prove very profitable. Then, this error could be considerably reduced;
the uncertainty in the measured strain and the Reussmodel error are different. The Reuss-model error is systematic whereas A (e'z~) is of incidental nature.
If the other error sources are limited as indicated, it is expected that these two errors remain as the main sources of uncertainty in the eventual odd-order o.d.f. coefficients.
It is estimated here that their combined relative error will not exceed 25% in most cases. This figure could, however, rapidly deteriorate for higher-order o.d.f, coefficients.
Discussion
7.1. General occurrence of even-and odd-order o.d.f. coefficients in (diffraction) 
strain pole figures
In § 2.2 it has been argued that if the Kr6ner model was known in some explicit form the Fourier-series development of the stress polarization Aa'ij with respect to qg~ would at least exhibit Fourier coefficients connected to cos ~0~ and/or sin q~ in (5b). This led, with the (cos q~-and sin ~o~-dependent) righthand sides of Tables 2 and 3 , to the general conclusion that/f the Kr6ner model could be used (i.e. the correct physical solution) the diffraction strain pole figure would still exhibit even-and odd-order o.d.f, coefficients. Furthermore, it was argued that within the context of this paper the Kr6ner correction would appear as a perturbation with respect to the Reuss model.
However, a still more general (elasticity) model-free argument can be given. Consider (5a). As has been argued with respect to the stress polarization, the same point can be made concerning the single-crystal strain e'zz(tp~, q)a, fiB)in (5a). At least, Fourier coefficients connected to cos q~ and/or sin tp~ should occur with respect to e'zz as well. Upon integration of(5a) this would lead to the same conclusion: i.e. every physical property leading to an orientation-dependent singlecrystal strain e'zz yields a strain pole figure of the property exhibiting evenand odd-order o.d.f.
coefficients.
Then, it follows that not only diffraction strain pole figures but also macro-strain pole figures could exhibit this behaviour. Consider the Reuss model for macrostrain pole figures. The mean compliances can be written 
The denominator in (21) vanishes because ~f(g2gl)dg2 = 1. Integration with respect to q~ is replaced by integration with respect to all crystallite orientations. The angle ~0~ still occurs as integration variable but (b n and fin, (2), are treated as continuously variable as well. From (II-1) to (II-6) of Brakman (1983) it follows that the angle q)n in S'zzo does not occur to a higher degree than sin 4(bn and cos 4q)8. It can be shown that the series expansion of the o.d.f, in (21) truncates exactly at j = 4 as has also been shown by Bunge (1982, p. 323 
which is again an (elasticity) model-free expression.
The dependency of e'~z on g2 is principally unknown but the same argument as given before can be used. The angles ~ and fib are on the interval [0, 2hi and it may generally be expected then that in (22) even-and odd-order o.d.f, coefficients occur.
Restrictions of the method proposed
Multiplying both left-and right-hand sides of (9) by s o it follows that for almost or completely elastically isotropic cubic crystals (So -~ 0) the method cannot be used because all texture terms vanish.
For the case of axi-symmetric textures (special case of orthorhombic specimen symmetry) the symbol v as occurs in (II-12) to (II-15) can only be equal to I. It follows immediately then that the functions Cy (&, ~) and Ey (&, q0 ) are equal to zero for all j. Functions By(~,, ~) and Dy(~b, ~) are equal to zero for odd j. From this it follows that the method cannot be used for axi-symmetric textures.
Experimental restrictions
(i) It follows from § 6.2.2 that the present state of the art yields a relative representation error for diffraction strain pole figures d(e'zz) /(e'zz) considerably larger than is obtained for the case of 'normal' intensity pole figures. However, it is expected here that the near future will possibly bring to the fore an essential improvement in the techniques of determination of diffraction line shifts.
(ii) From the considerations given above it follows that for the determination of the even-order coefficients C~ ~ it should prove helpful to measure the {h00} and {hhh} intensity pole figures in addition to the procedure as suggested in § 6.1.
(iii) Although the relative error of 25% mentioned in § 6.2.2 is a maximum value (for a particular case) it follows that the Reuss model introduces a serious error. It is obvious that right now a 'Kr6ner-like' approach for the elasticity of textured materials is lacking.
Conclusions
(i) It has generally been shown that diffraction (lineshift) strain pole figures of textured cubic materials exhibit both even-and odd-order orientation distribution function (o.df.) expansion coefficients. No model of elastic polycrystal coupling is needed to prove this point. Consequently, diffraction strain pole figures 'extract' more information from the o.d.f, than 'normal' intensity pole figures do.
(ii) In the equations presented, the Reuss model of elastic polycrystal coupling has been adopted since the Kr6ner model cannot be used in explicit form. These equations connect the measured diffraction strains, the stresses and the o.d.f, coefficients explicitly. The Reuss model is an exaggeration of physical reality. It introduces a systematic error in the analysis. The equations given allow determination of odd-order (and even-order as well) o.d.f, coefficients if the conditions for the Reuss model are more or less fulfilled. For practical calculations a sensible approximation of the o.d.f, coefficients can be obtained using an adapted criterion for incompletely measured pole figures.
(iii) Other physical properties giving rise to diffraction-line-shift strain might be used as well in order to obtain both even-and odd-order o.d.f. coefficients. For instance, magneto-striction measurements of polycrystalline ferromagnetic textured specimens using neutron diffraction techniques.
(iv) Both even-and odd-order o.d.f, coefficients cannot be determined using this method for the case of elastically isotropic cubic crystals. For the case of axisymmetric textures the odd-order o.d.f, coefficients cannot be determined using this method. Furthermore, it can be shown (Penning, 1984 ) that the expression arg zl(hkl ) + arg z2(hkl) (I-19) is independent of the permutation of h, k and l, minus signs included. Note that (I-5) and (I-6) exhibit the same behaviour. Note that for m = multiple of 4 (I-13) and (I-15) satisfy cubic symmetry cf point group m3m, that is, they exhibit the same value for all 48 permutations of h, k and l as (I-5), (I-6) and (I-19) . Furthermore, (I-14) and (I-16) satisfy cubic symmetry cf. point group 432.
If the orientation of the crystal is taken such that [h k l]~! 'direction of measurement' it follows that F,(hkl,j,p)=(-1)2.iFl(hkl, j,p) (I-20) F2(hkl,j,#)=(-1)2J+~FE(hkl, j,l.t) (I-21) F3 ([[i~i-, j, p) = ( -1)2.i F3( hkl, j, i 2) (I-22) F4(hkl,j,~)=(-1)21+lF4 (hkl, j, bt) (I-28) where s~11, s1122 and s1212 are the single-crystal elastic compliances with respect to cubic fourfold axes. The relevant part of the o.d.f .
APPENDIX II
In almost all cases in practice, o.d.f.'s are given with respect to the symmetry axes of the specimen. Using Bunge's (1982, p. 47 ) notation this may be written f~(g) = ~ C~(1) ~V(g), (II-1) j~v where C~(1)= o.d.f, expansion coefficients with respect to the specimen frame, f~ (g) = value of the o.d.f. in the orientation g where the subscript indicates definition with respect to the specimen frame, ~'~(g) = generalized spherical harmonics invariant with respect to the cubic crystal and specimen symmetry operations (involving rotations only). Orthorhombic specimen symmetry has been assumed here. Note that g is a rotation consisting of three (rotation) Euler angles. The same o.d.f, f2(g) with respect to the measurement flame can be written f2(g) = ~ C~'(2)~'(g), (1I-2) j~t where C~'(2)= o.d.f, expansion coefficients with respect to the measurement flame; ~t(g) _-generalized spherical harmonics satisfying cubic crystal symmetry only.
Owing to the 'oblique' orientation of the measurement frame orthorhombic specimen symmetry is now lost. For general treatment, the orientation g is assumed to consist of three general Euler angles: g = {~, fl, y}. Equation (II-2) may then be written where A~'~'= cubic crystal symmetry coefficients as defined by Bunge (1982, p. 384 ).
Owing to cubic crystal symmetry m can only be equal to a multiple of 4, whereas t can assume all values from -j up to +j. Note that f~ and f2 describe the same physical quantity, only their bases of reference are different. If the rotation g= {a, fl,~} is taken as continuously variable and the rotation gl = {~/2 + q), tp, q):} as fixed the following theorem may be obtained: where the indices 2 and a have been deliberately written as different from j and /~. If the well known addition theorem of generalized spherical harmonics is applied to the functions TyV(ggl) it is immediately found (taking (P2 -0 and 2 and a equal toj and p now) that
N(j)
Cyt (2) For the angles 4, = 3x/2, ~ = 0, q~z = 0 the measurement frame is coincident with the specimen frame. It can be shown then that coefficients C~t(2) are identical with the coefficients Cy'(1) as required in this case. It can be shown that for the functions ~"~'"-,(g) analogous expressions occur as given for the coefficients Cy '-t(2) in (II-5a) and (II-5b). Furthermore, ~O(g) = ~ /l~,upy,0(cos fl)exp(imy). (II-6) m = -j It follows then that C],-t(2) ~-~,-t(g) + C~,t(2)~.~,t(g) (II-7)
is a real expression for all t. The o.d.f, fE(g) with respect to the measurement frame in terms of the o.d.f, expansion coefficients Cy~(1) (with respect to the specimen frame) can then be written x ~' Cy~(1)(-1)v-l(2-bv,1) 1/2 v=l x [PS"-"(cos ~0) -(-1)J
x pf,,2,,-1)(cos ~)] sin 2(v -1)~/.
(II-8)
Note that Py'a(cos fl) is imaginary or real depending on whether m+t is odd or even and analogous considerations apply for the functions _jpt'2"a)(cos ~).
From (1I-8) it follows that f2(g) is always equal to a real expression as required (physical quantity) for both odd and even t (m being equal to a multiple of 4). In order to retain consistency with (6) the general angles c~, fl, y are now replaced by q~, q~B and re/2-fin, cf Fig. 1 and (2) . The choice of these angles (q~B and fib defining [hkl]) ensures that ~, q)//L3// [hkl ] . The angle (p~ generates the crystallite orientations for [hkl]//L 3.
It follows from § 3.2.1 that upon integration of (6) only o.d.f, terms exhibiting values of t [cf (II-8)] equal to 0, _+ 1, +2 need to be considered although the full range of t values is given by Itl <j. Hence, for the problem discussed here, the significant part of (II-8) is where N(j) = (j + 2)/2 ('integer division'). Note that expressions A~ to E~ are defined forj > 0, hence, for the texture-free case, they all vanish because then all C~ v -0 for j > 0.
The use of these expressions in conjunction with (II-9) immediately leads to the Fourier coemcients as they are given in Tables 2 and 3. Note that although (II-10) to (II-15) are written for the case of orthorhombic specimen symmetry, point group 222, these expressions themselves do not satisfy this symmetry. However, in the final expression for (e'zz(¢, ~)), cf. (9), orthorhombic specimen symmetry is satisfied with respect to point group mmm.
